Municipal Bookbuild: Enhanced Security Subscription Bundle

Elevated security features and disclosures for the municipal new issue platform

With advanced, thoroughly tested information security controls, our Municipal Bookbuild platform is designed to protect our clients’ data and activity as they manage deals and collaborate on new issues. However, some clients may have additional security or compliance requirements. We offer a number of enhanced options that can satisfy the most demanding security requirements and mitigate evolving cyber threats.

Penetration testing
detailed summary
Full third-party summary report of findings provided after each test, with or without attestation document. Custom tests may be conducted for an additional fee.

Extension of multi-factor authentication
MFA on privileged activities conducted by administrators.

Static code analysis
Annual scan of code using industry-standard vendor engines and third-party summary report of scan results.

Patch reporting
Detailed reporting on patch installations, semi-annual view of critical patch history, and 72-hour patch plan delivered for all emergencies.

Encryption at rest
Storage encryption using AES 256 with a single, shared key, or using dedicated key stored in an IHS Markit HSM; field-level encryption of specific data attributes.

For more information on the products and services from IHS Markit, please contact us at sales-leads@ihsmarkit.com